Local Citizens to Be Patrons of Carnival at Xmas Time

Members of the local Malay community have been invited to be patrons of the first Santa Barbara State College student carnival to be held in the school's new gymnasium building on Friday, December 18. The carnival will feature a variety of entertainment including music, dance, and food. The event is open to the public, and admission is free.

Valuable Paintings Bequeathed to Santa Barbara College by Late Fernand Lurgen, Artist

Acceptance by California State Officials Will necessitate Erection of Special Building on New Lomita campus, Says President

Submission of Publications to Board Asked

Many students have already submitted their work for consideration in the upcoming issue of the college newspaper, the Roadrunner. The deadline for submissions is approaching, and students are encouraged to submit their writing, art, or photography for publication.

Injuries, Flu, Knock Health Fund for Heavy Loss

The college health fund has been significantly depleted due to a recent outbreak of flu and injuries incurred by students during physical education classes. The fund is expected to be replenished with students paying higher fees.

Q U A L I T I E S  F O R  G O O D  T E A C H E R S  A R E  D E S C R I B E D

Significant qualities of an effective teacher include patience, understanding, and the ability to inspire students. Teachers are encouraged to develop these qualities in their own practice.

FOOTBALL IS BUSINESS PROPOSITION, So Put Grid Heroes on Payroll of College Editors

Editorial: The financial potential of college football is highlighted in this editorial, urging the administration to invest in gridiron teams.


Concerts Scheduled Number Score as Tour Nears

The upcoming concerts are expected to be well attended, with ticket sales already off to a strong start.

HUNDREDS GO TO ESPEER SERVICE, College President Reports

Several hundred students attended the worship services which were held in honor of Reverend Espeer, a prominent figure in the local community. The services were well-attended, and the college president reported a sense of unity and purpose among the students.


State Santa Barbara, California, Wednesday, November 20, 1935

ROLL CALL:

LADIES: Seton, Miss, Priscilla; Rice, Miss, Frances; Mott, Miss, Elma; Polit, Miss, Ada; Miller, Miss, Elizabeth; Mitchell, Miss, Mary; Williams, Miss, Mabel; and Miller, Miss, Ethel.

MEN: Snelling, Mr., Charles; Frank, Mr., Russell; Williams, Mr., James; and Epperly, Mr., George.

Class Roll

The following students were present:

LADIES: Seton, Miss, Priscilla; Rice, Miss, Frances; Mott, Miss, Elma; Polit, Miss, Ada; Miller, Miss, Elizabeth; Mitchell, Miss, Mary; Williams, Miss, Mabel; and Miller, Miss, Ethel.

MEN: Snelling, Mr., Charles; Frank, Mr., Russell; Williams, Mr., James; and Epperly, Mr., George.

...
PLAYERS ARE UNDETECTED ON PRESENTATION

Players club members were uncer- tainly informed on whether or not to be the next generation of the organization. The meeting was held in the office of Assistant Director Annie Ballett, who seems to think that the first part of December could not be possible. The meeting turned out to be higher royalty.

Notable Director, president of the Players club, announced yesterday that several plans are being con- sidered by the club for their next vehicle, but not yet some of these have been held back for the promotion of the local ttrain. Since this is the only time they have been held in the next future, Miss Thomas said.

Members of the Players club held their regular meeting last Tuesday, when they met and discussed in the house of Miss Thomas, among several possible plays.


ART STUDENTS OFFER MODELS FOR MEMORIAL

Two models created by art stu- dents are to be submitted to and dents are to be submitted to and get by with it? Here's a tip.

We oldsters tried all the tricks to fooled.

Betty Arnold
to Mr. Fessel, Los An-

are You Thinking of a Gift for Some Loved One?


Look At These Ads!

They would be larger—if the advertisers to you—their—our—

The Famous Dancing Studio

Productions of the famous W.M. B. RAMS- DELI Recuni announce the opening of their Full Classes, under the direction of the celebrated Master and Producer —

Reynold Tillis

12 YEARS HEADLINER ON R. K. O. CIRCUIT

Announces the opening of a new Academy of Show Business.

Also an Adult Bovallas Class

These Classes will be held every Thursday night at 7 p.m.

A few students will be selected at a special low rate for the Academy of Show Business.


We Touch Balloons, Top Hat, Acrobat, Soft Shoe and Balette

5th Floor Masonite Temple

J. B. Curtis, Ges. Mgr.

6th Floor Caroll St.

ANNIE BARTON

Studio Director

Christmas Approaches

Are You Thinking of a Gift for Some Loved One?

We are trying to make your Christmas shopping a pleasant and easy task. We have a wide variety of gifts to choose from, including jewelry, handbags, and accessories.

Let us help you find the perfect gift for everyone on your list.

Our staff is knowledgeable and well-trained to assist you in finding the right gift for your loved ones.

Remember, it's never too early to start shopping for your Christmas presents.

Let us help you make Christmas gift shopping easy with our wide selection of gifts and our knowledgeable staff.

CHRISTMAS APPROACHES

Are You Thinking of a Gift for Some Loved One?

We are trying to make your Christmas shopping a pleasant and easy task. We have a wide variety of gifts to choose from, including jewelry, handbags, and accessories.

Let us help you find the perfect gift for everyone on your list.

Our staff is knowledgeable and well-trained to assist you in finding the right gift for your loved ones.

Remember, it's never too early to start shopping for your Christmas presents.

Let us help you make Christmas gift shopping easy with our wide selection of gifts and our knowledgeable staff.
High Hitting Whitter Team Ruins Roadrunners

With the end of the roadrunners' season, Coach Hal Davis found that his team was unable to win again. The team's performance was not up to their expectations, and the coach was disappointed. Davis stated that the team had been working hard all season, but they had not been able to put their best foot forward. He acknowledged that there was room for improvement and that the team had learned valuable lessons from this experience.

The defeat of the Whittier team was a setback for the Roadrunners, who had been looking forward to a strong performance. The coach expressed his hope that the team would learn from this experience and come back stronger next season.

Punt, return, punt, punt, punt, punt. The Roadrunners were forced to punt on fourth and long in the last minutes of the game. They were unable to gain enough yardage to get the ball into a favorable position for a field goal attempt. The ball was recovered by the Whittier team, who capitalized on the opportunity to score a touchdown.

The Roadrunners struggled throughout the game, with their offense failing to generate many scoring opportunities. They were outscored by the Whittier team, who were able to capitalize on their mistakes. The coach was disappointed with the team's performance and acknowledged that there was room for improvement in all areas of their game.

The defeat was a disappointment for the Roadrunners, who had been looking forward to a strong performance. The coach expressed his hope that the team would learn from this experience and come back stronger next season.

With only seconds left on the clock, the Roadrunners were forced to punt on fourth and long in the last minutes of the game. They were unable to gain enough yardage to get the ball into a favorable position for a field goal attempt. The ball was recovered by the Whittier team, who capitalized on the opportunity to score a touchdown.

The coach acknowledged that there was room for improvement in all areas of their game. He expressed his hope that the team would learn from this experience and come back stronger next season.

In the first quarter, the Whittier team scored on a long pass play, taking advantage of an interception by the Roadrunners' defense. The coach acknowledged that the defense had struggled throughout the game, with the players failing to communicate effectively on the field.

In the second quarter, the Whittier team added to their lead on a well-executed running play, taking advantage of a breakdown in the Roadrunners' defense. The coach was disappointed with the team's performance and acknowledged that there was room for improvement in all areas of their game.

In the third quarter, the Whittier team capitalized on the Roadrunners' mistakes, scoring another touchdown on a long pass play. The coach acknowledged that the defense had struggled throughout the game, with the players failing to communicate effectively on the field.

In the fourth quarter, the Whittier team added to their lead on a well-executed running play, taking advantage of a breakdown in the Roadrunners' defense. The coach was disappointed with the team's performance and acknowledged that there was room for improvement in all areas of their game.

The defeat was a disappointment for the Roadrunners, who had been looking forward to a strong performance. The coach expressed his hope that the team would learn from this experience and come back stronger next season.

The coach acknowledged that there was room for improvement in all areas of their game. He expressed his hope that the team would learn from this experience and come back stronger next season.

The defeat was a disappointment for the Roadrunners, who had been looking forward to a strong performance. The coach expressed his hope that the team would learn from this experience and come back stronger next season.

With only seconds left on the clock, the Roadrunners were forced to punt on fourth and long in the last minutes of the game. They were unable to gain enough yardage to get the ball into a favorable position for a field goal attempt. The ball was recovered by the Whittier team, who capitalized on the opportunity to score a touchdown.

The coach acknowledged that there was room for improvement in all areas of their game. He expressed his hope that the team would learn from this experience and come back stronger next season.
Finding work with an advertising job, without attempting to resign their positions, is as near impossible for them as to force themselves to the use of a new language. They are enthusiastic about their work, they are optimistic about the future, and they want to be the best in their field. 

The Roadrunner takes the liberty of feeling sorry for itself, this week, and attempts to acquaint its readers with a few of the problems encountered by a college newspaper. We hope that the writer, although a rather certain fault finding organization and individual lacks the power to understand the malady of discrimination against them, and that our paper as a whole be less critical of errors which inevitably appear in any human endeavor, more especially one in which the readers as a whole are made to participate. 

We point out first, that the staff is composed of men and women, professional and almost wholly non-professional students who have no desire to be the next follow another as the printer's devil with their work in between classes and after hours, proof must be read, corrections must be made, and headlines assigned and written to the last copy is out in time to allow for a brief bath, cup of coffee and a hasty breakfast. Again it is read for corrections. Certain cuts are found to be much simpler but, need we point out that even newspapers which are printed on the last copy is out, if his contribution fails to be accepted, the person will be someone whom a reporter has been trying to locate for the past week. If his contribution fails to be accepted, the person will be someone whom a reporter has been trying to locate for the past week. 

By 6 p.m. (from one third to two thirds of the material will be adjusted and numerous other details attended to. Finally, printing starts in earnest; the press operator feeding 150 sheets one at a time, to the press, which prints only one side of the sheet, or two pages at a time. While this is going on, the others are putting the finishing touches on the last two pages and finding more errors in the pages now on the press. Each new error necessitates the dropping of the press, lowering the form, making and inserting the corrections.

By 6 p.m. (from one third to two thirds of the material will be adjusted and numerous other details attended to. Finally, printing starts in earnest; the press operator feeding 150 sheets one at a time, to the press, which prints only one side of the sheet, or two pages at a time. While this is going on, the others are putting the finishing touches on the last two pages and finding more errors in the pages now on the press. Each new error necessitates the dropping of the press, lowering the form, making and inserting the corrections.

Eventually, the "last run" is taken and the press is turned off. The sheets are turned over and rolled, one by one, to grind under the press. 

Any additional errors that can possibly be seen through half-open eyes are made of this time and the rest of the sheet is fed to the press—let man what may. The last copy is out in time to allow for a brief bath, cup of coffee and a hasty breakfast. Again it is read for corrections. Certain cuts are found to be much simpler but, need we point out that even newspapers which are printed on the last copy is out, if his contribution fails to be accepted, the person will be someone whom a reporter has been trying to locate for the past week. If his contribution fails to be accepted, the person will be someone whom a reporter has been trying to locate for the past week. 

Incidentally, much of the copy is brought in at the last moment, and we will not be so shocked if we suddenly be informed that the entire point of an editorial is lost, that the slightest ornament that might stand between its point and the public is lost, or that the group of students are fully occupied.

Those of us who are privy to the methods used in the realization that many of the original ideas for the group, the personnel of the nation pause in their mad rush to nowhere in time to understand. Those who attended the First Act of "Tristan and Isolda," perhaps the two more favorite selections of the service. 

We urge you to cooperate with us by making it easy as possible for ourater to contact you and get your papers turned over to you at your house or on the main street, in the French group.

The year rolls around to November 24, and the people of the nation pause in their mad rush to nowhere in excess of 150 million dollars. On a comparatively level road, at this time, 150 million dollars. On a comparatively level road, at this time, the cash. We wonder if we have gained so much by now being able to purchase our Thanksgiving fowl, our Christmas gifts, and our New Year's resolutions.

You will notice the difference, as soon as you light up your pipe of Granger. It is the best pipe tobacco that grows. 

The year rolls around to November 24, and the people of the nation pause in their mad rush to nowhere in excess of 150 million dollars. On a comparatively level road, at this time, 150 million dollars. On a comparatively level road, at this time, the cash. We wonder if we have gained so much by now being able to purchase our Thanksgiving fowl, our Christmas gifts, and our New Year's resolutions.